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Introduction
When you walk into a command center, are you frustrated by
the amount of time it takes to understand what’s going on? Do
you look at the tsunami of data surrounding you and wonder
how you can manage, consume and assess all this data to find
the actionable intelligence you need to make rapid decisions?
Using the concept of the OODA (observe, orient, decide, act)
loop – originated by retired Air Force Col. John Boyd – we will
offer you a way forward through the use of big data analytics.
Through sample case studies, we will illustrate how the most
sophisticated organizations in the world are tapping into
their colossal data stores and traversing that deluge of data
into a world of improved operations, reduced down time
and cost savings.

Our Ability to Collect Data Has
Outpaced Our Ability to Process
Data for Decision Making

John Boyd and the
Decision Cycle
Boyd introduced the concept of the decision cycle as an
instructor at the USAF Fighter Weapons School, stemming
from his experience in the Korean War.1

OODA Loops
Essentially, Boyd boiled decision making down to four
behaviors known as the OODA loop (illustrated in Figure 1):
• Observation. The collection of data by means of the senses.
• Orientation. The analysis and synthesis of data to form your
current mental perspective.
• Decision. The determination of a course of action based
on your current mental perspective.
• Action. The physical playing-out of decisions.

As our ability to see, hear, observe and record events
throughout the world has grown, it has become easier to
justify investments in sensor technology to gather data. In all
industries, particularly the defense industry, we’ve made capital
investments to acquire all kinds of data: weather data, imagery,
voice, maintenance, personnel, training, utilities usage, signals,
positioning, etc. The parallel rise of social networking
technologies has provided complementary, publicly available
data regarding social sentiment, human networks, images and
even situational updates during crises. In addition, process
automation allows us to collect data for one purpose – such as
patient treatment – which can then be used for other purposes,
such as tracking disease contagion.

During an interview with the Atlanta
Constitution in March 1981, Boyd
said, “Machines don’t fight wars.
Terrain doesn’t fight wars. Humans
fight wars. You must get into the
minds of humans. That’s where the
battles are won.”
– Eason, Henry. “New Theory Shoots
Down Old War Ideas.” Atlanta
Constitution. March 22, 1981.

Across the board, our capacity to collect data has far outpaced
our ability to process it. Nevertheless, we must remember that
all the data in the world is worthless if it can’t be used to
accelerate complex decision making.

Takeaway: The way to win is to
make decisions faster and more
effectively than your adversary.
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Figure 1: John Boyd’s OODA loop.

Ultimately, Boyd concluded that
OODA loops represent an
evolutionary process in a dynamic
world that we must constantly
adapt to even as we attempt to
shape it to fit our own needs and
desires.

Observation Alone Creates a Bottleneck
in the Decision Cycle
Despite huge capital investments to feed the OODA loop,
one of the major frustrations for a combatant commander
upon entering an operations center (and probably for you, too)
is the fact that approximately 80 percent to 90 percent of their
(and your) time is spent trying to have situational awareness.
That leaves only 10 percent to 20 percent of your time to
develop, assess and deconflict courses of action (CoA)
across multiple missions.
Many government and commercial organizations have
recognized that applying analytics technologies flips this ratio
on its head. Major retailers, credit card companies and logistics
organizations have begun to regard data as a core enterprise
asset and have optimized their decision-making capacity by
embedding analytics into their daily operations.
Analytics, once reserved for long-term strategic initiatives, has
trickled all the way down to the transactional level. We witness
this on a daily basis. Credit card companies can determine the
legitimacy of one of our transactions in real time, and logistics
companies can determine the optimal route to deliver our
packages. Figure 2 overlays the analytics decision cycle against
the background of the human decision cycle and John Boyd’s
OODA loop.
It is not an accident that these two decision cycles
complement one another. Analytics companies understand
that the true value of analytics can be unleashed only after it is
operationalized and embedded into the human decision cycle.
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Figure 2: Notional analytical decision cycle applied to the OODA loop.

How Do We Define Analytics?
In this document, we use the term
“analytics” in a very broad sense.
Analytics includes data
management functions, data
analysis using various analytic
techniques, and results that are
surfaced or visualized in the format
that’s most appropriate for the
information consumer.

Observation: The Big
Data Dilemma
Data fuels decisions. But because we’ve invested in data
acquisition without making equal investments in the analysis
and synthesis of that data, we’ve created a bottleneck in the
operational decision cycle. Worse yet, these proprietary
stovepiped systems have processes that collect, use or supply
data that other systems collect, use and supply in parallel. This
means you probably spend a great deal of time determining
which systems provide the best data, and working over the
phone and through email to determine ground truth. In
response, the DOD has begun to pursue concepts like the
common operational picture or the data fusion center in hopes
of exposing mission-critical data that will present a coherent
view of operations.
Shared situational awareness for shared decision making
hinges on obtaining good data during the observation phase
of the decision cycle. According to an article by Thomas
Redman, “Studies show that people waste up to 50 percent
of time hunting for data, identifying and correcting errors, and
seeking confirmatory sources for data they do not trust.”2 As a
commander or warfighter, you may very well have firsthand
experience with this statistic.
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Data management techniques automate the integration and
standardization of data from multiple proprietary systems.
Improving data quality at the source ensures that you will have
access to mission-critical information. This capacity is vital to
achieving a comprehensive data fusion capability and the
highly desirable “common operational picture.”

How It Works
Data management can:
• Expose previously inaccessible data.
• Unify and standardize data access across multiple,
heterogeneous systems from a single connection.
• Allow you to implement new technology that works with
your existing systems.
• Improve data quality where your data resides by profiling,
standardizing, monitoring and verifying it.

Orientation: The Big ‘O’ in the
OODA Loop
As Carl von Clausewitz showed, war magnifies friction, and this
is amplified by factors such as ambiguity, variety, rapidity and
uncertainty.3 All are outcomes of the big data dilemma. The
process of understanding your reality – orientation – is the most
critical element of the decision cycle because it diminishes
friction. It is our perception of the world that shapes all other
elements of our decision cycle – the way we observe, decide
and act. 4

According to Boyd, activities that
promote correlation, commonality
and accurate information flows are
helpful at fostering harmony and
initiative while destroying variety
and rapidity. Compartmentalization
and disconnected data flows, on
the other hand, are not.

Big Data Increases Friction
There is no shortage of data. But unfortunately, not all data is
operationally valuable. Indeed, the reason a commander can’t
have instantaneous situational awareness upon walking into a
command center is specifically because not all data is equally
valuable. Sensor systems can obtain a high volume and variety
of data at high velocity (magnifying friction), but they fall short
when it comes to determining the veracity, validity or value of
that data (reducing friction). Introducing analytics capabilities
early in the decision cycle speeds situational awareness and
reduces storage requirements.
Complex operations require shared situational awareness for
shared decision making and course of action (CoA)
development. But given that we each have unique experiences,
no two individuals learn and think in exactly the same way. “They
bring different interpretations to their top-down analyses. Thus,
two people can see the same input and come away with vastly
different perceptions.”5
What is meaningful to you may not be relevant for others.
Situational awareness is a step function behavior. The more we
know, the more we want to know. Each individual asks different
questions and applies his or her own experiences to gain a
unique understanding. Often those questions create the need
for additional or different data. In a collaborative decision cycle,
where multiple people are working together, each person
processes the incoming data a little bit differently, and each
person will ask different questions.

Analytics Promotes Harmony
to Reduce Friction
Interactive visualization enables numerous views of your data so
that you can customize the data to build a user-defined
operational picture (UDOP) tailored to your needs. Regardless
of your place in the organization, interactive visualization can
help you explore data more effectively, in real time, via the
manipulation of chart images with color, size, shape and motion
of visual objects that represent various aspects of the data sets
being analyzed. And you do not need to have a PhD in statistics
to do this.

5
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Figure 3: In the orient stage, we explore, qualify, profile and transform data collected in the observe stage. We also perform
analytics, such as automated business rules, anomaly detection, predictive modeling, text mining, database search and link analysis.
The results of the analysis feed back into the process through a learn-and-improve cycle that enriches the intelligence store with
each iteration.
As your understanding changes, interactive technologies will
allow you to visually explore mission-critical data. Then you can
ask new questions based on the context of your experience. You
will be able to introduce, correlate or remove data, explore
different relationships and identify new information to expand
your understanding of your operational space. You can do it
using an array of options that includes not just pie and bar
charts, but also decision trees, geographic maps, scatter plots
and other special purpose visualizations.6

Figure 4: A correlation matrix can bring to light relationships
that were unknown in the past. This matrix shows the
relationship between selected data points captured during
aircraft maintenance. Red rectangles show strong correlation
while green shows weak correlation.

6
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Interactive visualization capabilities can help you whether you
are a tactical, operational or strategic decision maker. It helps
whether you’re trying to predict when your aircraft fleet will
need maintenance, or whether you’re trying to optimize the use
of expensive resources or mine your data to identify emerging
threats. The reason is that interactive visualization capabilities
enable you to reduce friction in your operational space by
improving situational awareness across the command center.
This capacity for rapid visual data exploration will enable you,
your warfighters and your commanders to orient more rapidly
within the decision cycle to achieve the necessary situational
awareness and begin CoA development.

Action: It’s All About Shaping the
Operational Space

Decision: Making Your
Data Deliver

All the data in the world is useless if it doesn’t spur you to action.
That’s what analytics is all about: taking your data and turning it
into actionable information that gets you to the point of
decision so you can shape the operational space to enable
mission success and thwart your adversaries.

When analytics accelerates the OODA loop and rapidly delivers
situational awareness, you can shift your focus to the most
crucial phase – course of action development and the
assessment of those CoAs. With analytics, you can develop
models interactively to enable what-if scenarios that incorporate
an understanding of limited resources, time constraints and
weather patterns. The use of analytics allows you to determine
the viability of a specific CoA with side-by-side comparisons to
see which CoA produces the best strategic, operational or
tactical outcome.
By identifying patterns and correlations that were previously
unidentified, analytics helps maximize the use of limited
capabilities such as low-density/high-demand assets, or
optimize the employment of valuable resources such as
airlift. High-performance analytics solutions give you an
opportunity to derive value from big data, solve complex
operational problems and deliver timely, high-quality insights
for making decisions.

When analytics accelerates your OODA loop through the
observation, orientation and decision phases, you and your
warfighters can come out ahead. You can act on emerging
opportunities faster, respond to emerging threats more rapidly,
and shape the operational space to achieve mission objectives
while disrupting your adversary’s OODA loop and diminishing
their opportunity to react. As Boyd said, “Machines don’t fight
wars. Humans fight wars. You must get into the minds of the
humans. That’s where the battles are won.”7

Operationalizing Analytics:
Putting Your Data to Work
The following case studies illustrate how four world-class
organizations have used analytics solutions at all phases of the
OODA loop. Specifically, these organizations have used data
management to improve their operations. They’ve used visual
analytics to gain situational awareness. And they’ve used
forecasting and optimization analytics for CoA development.
Ultimately, analytics plays a major role in helping each
organization shape its operational environment.

Example 1: Energy Exploration Company
Sparks Improved Efficiency, More Accurate
Reporting With Improved Data Quality
A leading, independent natural gas and oil exploration and
production company with onshore operations in the US and
Canada is one of North America’s largest processors of natural
gas liquids. The company has IT systems that support both
regional and centralized operations and corporate structures.
This company watches two essential data points on a daily
basis: the number of active wells and the amount of production
per well.

Figure 5: By identifying previously unknown patterns,
analytics helps optimize resources.
7
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To provide easy, centralized access to this information, the
company created an operational data store, or fusion center.
This data store assembled data from multiple systems to
provide consistent reporting from a single system. While the
data store improved access to the data, the company found that
it also provided faster access to bad data that infiltrated its
databases. Analysts soon found themselves having to drill
through reports that included overwhelming amounts of
inaccurate data – such as wells listed as “producing” wells
that had actually been closed for a decade; or, in some cases,
wells that had never existed at all.
Rather than rebuild the data store, which would have been
impractical due to cost and time, the company used data
cleansing techniques to improve data quality at the source.
This allowed for a dramatic increase in data integrity within
the target data store.
When the system first went live, analysts saw more than 500
errors per day in their reports. Within a few months of
implementing these techniques to improve data quality at the
source, these same reports were showing less than a dozen
errors per day. The company moved into a proactive mode
for data management, finding and eliminating data
management problems upstream before they could cause
business problems.
Better data at the observation phase allows the company to
more accurately focus resources and make better business
decisions.

Example 2: Truck Rental Company Weathers
Economic Downturn With Predictive Asset
Maintenance
During a difficult economic period, a well-known truck rental
corporation struggled with fleet maintenance with respect to
replacing older trucks – and the age profile of its fleet increased.
As a result, it became very reactive when dealing with service
claims, maintenance costs and emerging issues. This caused
expenses to soar while creating a challenging financial
environment. By using analytics, the company was able to build
a risk dashboard to measure risk geographically (area, region,
business unit) and across components (manufacturer, assembly,
component). This point of view was presented to the president
of fleet management services.

Figure 6: Analytic dashboards combine data from different
sources to provide situational awareness, reducing time
needed to reorient.
Analytics enabled this company to evaluate networkwide trends
by vehicle make and model to help uncover possible
manufacturer or component quality, as well as company
execution or customer operational issues. It helped the
company optimize warranty coverage, warranty recovery and
extended warranty programs. It also helped the company
evaluate component performance yield compared to the
manufacturer’s expected performance and developed vehiclespecific running costs. Plus the analytics solution integrated with
the company’s shop management system to produce a realtime model that identifies repair orders outside of parameters.
This truck rental company weathered the economic downturn.
At the same time, it reduced vehicle downtime and ownership
costs, and improved vehicle availability, quality and customer
satisfaction. It also lowered maintenance costs, improved
vehicle planning and scheduling, and optimized parts
inventory management.
Analytics enables better orientation (and likewise situational
awareness) to improve the company’s maintenance and
logistics challenges.
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What the DOD Can Learn From
This Truck Rental Company
With military aircraft, vehicle and
ship fleets reaching an
unprecedented age, maintenance
costs are rising to previously
unseen levels. And they are doing
so at a time of fiscal austerity. With
predictive asset maintenance
analytics, the military can lower
maintenance costs and increase
aircraft availability, even in an
aircraft fleet nearing age 60.
Example 3: International Airport
For one of the largest air traffic hubs in the world, the biggest
operational challenges revolve around the need to respond to
rapidly changing situations within very short amounts of time.
Strikes, extreme weather or other disruptive events require agile
decision making and quick reactions, sometimes in response to
situations that have never been encountered before.
With more than 57 million passengers and over 2 million tons
of cargo in 2012, this global air traffic hub sought to reduce the
total cost of operations while enhancing customer experience.
Recognizing that its data was a core operational asset, the hub
turned to analytics to help it meet these objectives.
Because it can now analyze enormous amounts of data in real
time, the system helps answer a range of critical questions, such
as “Are there any delayed flights? If so, how can we reduce or
eliminate the impact to the rest of the flight schedule? Which
parts of the airport are running effectively, and where do we
have challenges? How will weather affect operations, both
locally and in other places?”

Analytics tells hub employees that rainy weather means delays
in security, because umbrellas slow down the process. Analytics
also reveals the need to increase the number of open security
lanes when there are flights to certain countries, because the
jewelry worn by passengers on those flights has a tendency to
slow the screening process.
The use of predictive modeling enabled this hub to boost
passenger satisfaction so significantly that it earned distinction
as the “world’s most improved airport” in 2013.8 Even better, it
achieved this distinction concurrently with cost reductions.

Figure 7: Analytics helps this airport make better decisions about
handling passengers and cargo.

Example 4: International Border Protection
In 2008, more than 8 billion tons of oceanborne cargo and 25
million tons of airfreight were moved globally.9 Border agencies,
customs organizations and government departments
responsible for immigration, border security, customs revenue
and combating contraband share common imperatives to let
legitimate passengers and cargo pass through quickly and
easily, while detecting those that are illegal or dangerous.
One organization responsible for international border crossing
wanted to use intelligence information and technologies to
target suspect inbound and outbound passenger vehicles.
Border agencies benefit from using an approach that
continually tests risk models against live data, then optimizes
the models to improve performance –reducing the number
of false positives.
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By using predictive models, rules, anomaly detection and
social network analysis, this organization built a capability
that identifies and prioritizes risk to indicate which vehicles,
people or cargo need to be inspected. This approach is best
at identifying new schemes or “patterns of life” that would
otherwise remain below the radar but tend to stand out when
built and surfaced as a network. Real-life evidence proves the
significant, tangible benefits of implementing risk-based
models.

The command center began to identify other unknown
unknowns, such as poor positioning accuracy within the Army
Military Grid Reference System (MGRS). The MGRS was
designed for 1 meter accuracy, so when coordinates with less
granularity were entered, trailing zeros were used. Analytics
discovered that 78% of the data was accurate within only 10
meters, meaning a roadside bomb could be on the opposite
side of the road from where it was reported. Analytics surfaced
this problem, saving soldiers’ lives.

For this border-crossing organization, analytics enables more
specific and accurate sorting of illegal cargo and identification
of high-risk cargo. This helped to drive up overall detection
rates by more than 20 percent, so the organization could
take action.

Finally, the command center introduced predictive analytics to
forecast when and where attacks would take place. Then they
shared this intelligence across the chain of command,
supporting the decision cycle where company commanders
had boots on the ground.

Analytics Dislodges Data From
the Bottleneck: A Military Use
Case
A military command center supporting operations in
Afghanistan and Iraq had a big problem. There was so much
data that when warfighters tried to process it all on their
desktop PCs, they regularly crashed their systems. To deal with
the problem, they limited data to no more than one month of
statistics – but that approach eliminated critical elements in the
analyses. To deal with this issue, the command center
introduced data management and analytics capabilities.
And then something extraordinary happened.
Because it was able to conduct the analytics on a server, this
organization found it could process all blue force tracking data
in theater. Traditionally, blue force tracking data is used only for
the here-and-now tracking of forces. By inputting all the blue
force tracking data in theater, warfighters in this command
center could identify patterns of behavior within their own
forces – patterns they had not known about, such as patrols
making a U-turn at the same intersection every second Tuesday
at 1320 ZULU – patterns of behavior that insurgents could
identify and exploit. These analyses also identified patterns of
incident response that could be exploited by insurgents to
attack first and second responders. The command center was
able to share this information with commanders, enabling
greater operational security and minimizing vulnerable attack
vectors.

This military success story repaired the observe phase by
enabling use of all the data and eliminating time-consuming
desktop computer crashes. It improved situational awareness at
the orient phase by surfacing previously unknown blue force
patterns of behavior. It accelerated the decision phase by
identifying previously unknown attack vectors and predicting
the time and location of future attacks. And, by sharing this
information, commanders were spurred to action, saving
soldiers’ lives.
In other words, by operationalizing analytics, this military
command center accelerated its OODA loop and disrupted its
adversary.

Increase Operational Agility
At the end of the day, it’s all about mission execution and
getting inside your adversary’s OODA loop. Analytics gives you
the means to do that.
Consider why operational agility is such a critical factor in
mission execution. The rapid changes in the operational space
ensure that all plans become outdated the minute execution
begins. Analytics capabilities that enable real-time analysis of
incoming data empower you and your warfighters to refine
and alter CoAs as operations unfold.
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For example, if you are in the midst of responding to a
humanitarian crisis overseas, and a hurricane hits the east coast
of the United States, there will be an immediate need to redirect
military assets, whether to airlift supplies, execute search and
rescue, or support civilian efforts to restore infrastructure
operations to major metropolitan areas. There are also times
when a task force commander might change the execution of
his order of battle, which would require materiel and personnel
to arrive at different points of debarkation or on a different day.
Analytics helps by providing real-time decision support to
enable this kind of agility.
Revisiting the operations center dilemma and the commander’s
frustration – the observation phase still encompasses the
collection of data, but now it’s accelerated due to automatic
integration and standardization of mission-critical data. Analytics

enables visual exploration of data so that when a commander
or warfighter walks into the operations center, you can spend
10 percent to 20 percent of the time orienting yourself and
obtaining situational awareness, leaving 80 percent to 90
percent of the time for CoA development, assessment and
deconfliction. Analytics aids the decision phase by providing
prioritized CoAs and the risks associated with each. In the
action phase, you can disseminate prioritized CoAs to the
appropriate decision maker at the point of the decision.
Accelerating the OODA loop through the OOD phases by
employing analytics technologies enables you to act on
emerging opportunities more quickly, respond to emerging
threats more rapidly, and shape the operational space to
achieve mission objectives.

My active duty experience in operations while working on the USAFE Crisis
Action Team had me sitting behind three different systems at my desk. One of
those workstations had multiple IT systems on it that did not share data. And then
there were the hard-copy messages that came in from the antiquated,
pre-ARPANET system; that needed to be picked up several times a day from the
message center. My job was to integrate all this data for the USAFE commander
to build his situational awareness picture – manually.
Surprisingly, this experience has not changed. In fact, now we integrate data by
filling entire rooms with analysts responsible for one or two data feeds, who then
consolidate their information with one another through a chain of command to
create an integrated picture. In other words, you are doing all the integration in
your head, and then you are sharing your data with other warfighters who are
integrating data in their heads, which your bosses then integrate in their heads.
It’s all done to build situational awareness.
Analytics integrates this data for you and improves the data quality at its source.
Despite an environment of force shaping and budget cuts, analytics can enable
you to remain swift and agile in today’s rapidly changing operational space.
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Conclusion: The Art of the Now
The foundational principles of the OODA loop, which John
Boyd articulated in the 1950s, have been in effect since ancient
times – as long as people have been making decisions. They are
still relevant today.
One of the ways to resolve data challenges and accelerate the
OODA loop is by applying analytics to the problem. You can
elevate access to insight and intelligence by applying analytics
at the point of decision at an appropriate scale, speed and
accuracy level. In return, you can gain and keep operational
advantage over your adversaries by disrupting their OODA
loops.
By operationalizing analytics, you take the art of the possible
and turn it into the art of the now. You’ve been treading water in
the tsunami of data long enough. Isn’t it time to make this wave
of information work for you?
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